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Our Goal / Purpose in Messiah
It is the year 2019 in Germany (and the rest of the world) today.
It is also the time of Passover – an age old Commandment.

What is the relevance of this today?
I submit it is all about the future, about the end times, about living in victory!
The church has taught us for too long - only be born again, join a congregation and serve
somewhere in that structure.

BUT!
Is this valid?
Yes and No.
The “No” implies that there is much more, and it’s all wrapped up in the Principle of the
One New Man.

To Create ONE from TWO
God starts off in the Book of Genesis in the Garden of Eden creating ONE - mankind
Mankind gets given:
A job – to take dominion of the space,
A blessing, and
A calling
Soon afterwards God divides mankind into two separate beings: Male and Female.
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The first Wedding
In the Garden of Eden we find the picture of unity – Echad - oneness - as they become
one again.

So, God’s plan A = ONE
Paul writing to the Ephesians recalls this principle in the concept of One New Man.
Ephesian 2:14-16 “For He Himself is our peace, who has made us both one and has
broken down in His Flesh the dividing wall of hostility 15by abolishing the law of
commandments expressed in ordinances, that He might create in Himself One New Man
in place of the two, so making peace, 16and might reconcile us both to God in One Body
through the cross, thereby killing the hostility.”
Some attributes of the One New Man:
No wall of separation
He desires that believers live in peace
More importantly, he desires that there is
no more war

IS THERE PRECEDENT FOR THIS IDEA?
I suggest that there are two examples that
confirm this precedent.
The first is the story of Joseph’s two sons you will recall that Joseph had married an
Egyptian woman - in fact, the daughter of one
of the pagan priests. Yet, the two boys both
get given Hebrew names. And to all intents
and purposes, it would appear that Joseph
had quite a say in the upbringing of the two
boys - they look, act and talk like the other
Hebrew boys.
Jacob immediately sees the validity of
INCLUDING these two boys in the tribes and
proceeds to adopt them, and bless them. As
we go through the Bible we see their tribe
names referenced over and over again.
Genesis 48:5-6 “And now your two sons, who
were born to you in the land of Egypt before I
came to you in Egypt, are mine; Ephraim and Manasseh shall be mine, as Reuben and
Simeon are. 6And the children that you fathered after them shall be yours. They shall be
called by the name of their brothers in their inheritance.”
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Jesus in the New Testament
In an exchange of words and ideas, between Jesus and some of the Jewish leadership,
we read that the Jews believe the following: the fact that they are ethnically Jews - in other
words, their heritage / linage makes them family of Abraham …
BUT!!
Jesus is quick to point out the fallacy of this thinking.
He says, it is only if you do the works (act and live like) Abraham, that you are sons and
daughters of Abraham.
This concept gets taken to its logical conclusion when a woman (a non-Jew) begs for
mercy, and says - even the dogs eat at the table of Abraham. On hearing this, Jesus
includes her in the blessings.
John 8:32-38 “ … and you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free.” 33They
answered Him, “We are offspring of Abraham and have never been enslaved to anyone.
How is it that You say, ‘You will become free’?” 34Jesus answered them, “Truly, truly, I say
to you, everyone who practices sin is a slave to sin. 35The slave does not remain in the
house forever; the son remains forever. 36So if the Son sets you free, you will be free
indeed. 37I know that you are offspring of Abraham; yet you seek to kill Me because My
Word finds no place in you. 38I speak of what I have seen with My Father, and you do what
you have heard from your father. “They answered Him, “Abraham is our father.” Jesus said
to them, “If you were Abraham's children, you would be doing the works Abraham
did …”

What was the Mission of JESUS?
He has a two-fold message:
i) To get the lost sheep of Israel to return to Biblical paths
AND
ii) To openly declare that all other nations – those who believe and role-model a Kingdom
lifestyle - are to be included.
Jesus declares in His mission - "I am looking for “One New Man” … a Bride”
And He starts His ministry in a unique way - at a wedding ceremony - where He will
change water into wine to make sure that the marriage is the very best that it could be.
He will continue to use the wedding theme in many of His other parables.
Whilst the wedding points to unity between a man and his wife, the analogy is clear:
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Jesus is a Bridegroom in waiting. He is looking for a Bride – note: not brides. In fact, He
will go on to talk to at least another two wedding themes…it is therefore very important to
Him!

A MARRIAGE IS A COVENANT
As soon as Abraham decides
to leave his home town and
travel to Canaan, it is clear
that this relationship will grow.
At a point in time, God cuts
Covenant. What is critical to
consider here is the fact that
Abraham slept while the
process took place. And it
was God who alone walked
through both SIDES of the
sacrifice. We look at this now
and realize that the initial
covenant ALREADY made
provision for both JEW AND
GENTILE .
Many people try to imagine
that this covenant has been broken , simply because Abraham decedents did not exactly
do to well with the responsibility of being asset apart people – but the critical element is
that fact once again - it was God that walked between both pieces… man made no
contribution.
Mankind’s misdeeds cannot prevent God’s plan from being fulfilled This is a confirmation
of the work that Jesus does on the cross - once again mankind has no contribution in the
gift of salvation - it is for free, but we are expected to walk, talk, and look like a Bride.
Genesis 15:17-18 “When the sun had gone down and it was dark, behold, a smoking fire
pot and a flaming torch passed between these pieces. 18On that day the Lord made a
covenant with Abram, saying, “To your offspring I give this land, from the river of Egypt to
the great river, the river Euphrates …”
We read that eventually Abraham will be considered as a friend of God.
2 Chronicles 20:7 “Did you not, our God, drive out the inhabitants of this land before your
people Israel, and give it forever to the descendants of Abraham your friend?
James 2:23 “ … and the Scripture was fulfilled that says, “Abraham believed God, and it
was counted to him as righteousness” - and he was called a friend of God.”
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ONE OLIVE TREE
We all become ‘born again” and then we start with the process of division - dividing into
small groups of believers that seldom have a good word for each other. Yet Paul is clear there is only ONE olive tree. We all - JEW AND GENTILE - have to be grafted into this one
tree.

Romans 11:1-6 “I ask, then, has God rejected His people? By no means! For I myself am
an Israelite, a descendant of Abraham, a member of the tribe of Benjamin. 2God has not
rejected His people whom He foreknew. Do you not know what the Scripture says of Elijah,
how he appeals to God against Israel? 3“Lord, they have killed Your prophets, they have
demolished Your altars, and I alone am left, and they seek my life.” 4But what is God's
reply to him? “I have kept for Myself seven thousand men who have not bowed the knee to
Baal.” 5So too at the present time there is a remnant, chosen by grace. 6But if it is by
grace, it is no longer on the basis of works; otherwise grace would no longer be grace.”
Jesus speaks of another analogy - He uses the example of the vine - and there we come
to see that we are only branches. The branch is nothing without the root.
And the root is this Covenant - made originally with Abraham.
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AS BRIDE YOU NEED A SPOTLESS ROBE
A woman does not start out as a Bride - she starts off as a little girl, then a young lady, and
when some maturity is added - a potential bride. In this process, she has to prepare for a
new life - living away from her parents, making new family relationships, getting married
and building a family.
There is a process of becoming mature - it is a journey - somewhere along the way she
will:
Learn to become the “opposite equal”
She will become the warrior bride
And she will have the bridal dress made according to her own unique choice
There are two criteria for her robe and we will talk more about this in another session:
1. Her robe must be without spot or wrinkle
PLUS
2. Her robe must be embroidered with jewels
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HOW DO YOU ACT AS A SET APART PEOPLE - AS A BRIDE?
God sets in place specific appointed Feast times - Passover is one such time.
A very important lesson …
There is an interesting story in the Old Testament. Some men come to Moses and say “we had to do something which rendered us unclean for a while - But we want to keep
Passover”.
Moses discusses this request with God and gets the approval for them to hold a separate
Passover, exactly one month later.

What do we learn from what happened here?
Your redemption is so important, that you CANNOT make the rest of this year’s
journey with God unless you dedicate your life anew!!!
Prayer points when keeping this Feast:
Applying the Blood of Messiah to the door-posts of you life and family home in a new
way this year
Praying for the Jewish nation to find Messiah and be grafted in
Praying for other nations that are anti-God
Speaking out against all and any acts of anti-Semitism
Working for peace and harmony between believers

CO-JOINED TREES
Two trees may grow to their mature size adjacent to each other and seemingly grow
together or conjoin, demonstrating the process of inosculation1 .
These may be of the same species or even trees of two different genera or families,
depending on whether the two trees have become truly grafted together (once the
cambium2 of two trees touches, they self-graft and grow together) or not.
Usually grafting is only between two trees of the same or closely related species or
genera, but the appearance of grafting can be given by two trees that are physically
touching, rubbing, intertwined, or entangled. Both conifers and deciduous trees can
become conjoined. Beech trees in particular are frequent conjoiners, as is blackthorn.

1

Inosculation is a natural phenomenon in which trunks, branches or roots of two trees grow
together. It is biologically very similar to grafting. It is most common for branches of two trees of the
same species to grow together, though inosculation may be noted across related species.
Cambium, plural Cambiums, or Cambia, in plants, layer of actively dividing cells between xylem
(wood) and phloem (bast) tissues that is responsible for the secondary growth of stems and roots
(secondary growth occurs after the first season and results in increase in thickness).
2
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Such trees are often colloquially referred to as "husband and wife" trees, or "marriage
trees". The straightforward application of the term comes from the obvious unification of
two separate individual trees.

An example …
“Motorists on Waidsboro Road pass Troy Midkiff’s house without ever noticing one of the
most unusual trees in Franklin County.
About a quarter of a mile off Route 40 West and directly behind Midkiff’s mailbox is what
appears to be a single tree about 60 feet tall. But things are not as they appear upon
closer inspection.
The tree is actually two conjoined trees, an oak and a white pine that have grafted
together. The top of the tree is covered in oak leaves, while the bottom half of the tree is
covered with pine needles.
During the fall, the tree looks even more unusual when the oak leaves drop to the ground,
but the pine needles remain intact.
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Conjoined trees are a natural phenomenon that occurs when trunks, branches or roots of
two trees grow together. The scientific name is inosculation, according to Wikipedia. It is
most common for branches of two trees of the same species to grow together, though
inosculation may be noted across related species.
The process begins when the separate branches touch. The bark on the touching surfaces
is gradually rubbed away as the trees are moved by the wind. When this happens, the
trees sometime self-graft and grow together as they expand in diameter, according to
Wikipedia.
Midkiff said the late Sam Crook cleared the land for his house in 1969. At that time, the
oak and white pine trees had been growing together for a number of years.”
This is really a good parable for the marriage - the different leaves / fruit represent the
different gifts and love languages that we have - the grafted in nature represents the
permanency of the marriage covenant

ONE NEW MAN
Our image (for this Passover) of One New Man is someone who:
Seeks to apply the Blood of Messiah on a daily basis
Seeks to intercede for the Land of Israel to be grafted in
Seeks to look radically different from the world by the values that you live out daily
Seeks reconciliation between believers
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THE MARRIAGE AS A PICTURE OF THE BRIDE
Every single marriage has the opportunity to reveal the Heart of God - to reveal UNITY /
ONENESS / WHOLENESS / CARING / JUSTICE / HUMILITY.

Just as our marriage to our spouse should reflect this, so too should our relationship with
other believers, as ONE NEW MAN - should be revealing those exact same attributes.
And it starts by how we view and implement the FEAST OF PASSOVER …
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